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Let’s connect!  
Contact us today to learn how Lien Solutions’ Professional Services 
offers you a better way to file and manage lien information.

Expertise and technology can 
transform your lien process

When you have to be right

You depend on accurate and complete loan information to reduce your risk and manage 
your portfolio effectively. But assembling that information, and keeping it current, is a 
drain on your team’s time. Working with multiple systems, gathering data from external 
sources, rekeying data into a central system, then copying that data back to an external 
system results in decreased employee productivity, higher risk of data entry errors and 
delays in closing loans. 

Gain Efficiencies and Productivity  
Lien Solutions’ Professional Services have helped hundreds of clients integrate their 
loan processing systems with our interfaces. We work closely with you so you can 
benefit from an end-to-end automated solution that integrates loan processing with 
lien processing to optimize your workflows.

•    UCC Filing Interface:  Integrate your LOS system with our UCC filing services. Our 
pre-built plug-and-play modules are compatible with some of the most popular LOS 
systems on the market. Or, we can partner with your development team to assist with  
a custom interface solution that meets your needs.  

•    UCC Search Interface:  Easily query UCC filing information by integrating your LOS 
system with our UCC search services. 

•    Backend Image Extraction Interface:  Export UCC filing images for automatic import  
to your LOS system.

•     Mortgage Interface:  Integrate your LOS with Lien Solutions’ mortgage filing solution.
•    Residential Search Interface:  Incorporate a front- or back-end interface with our 

residential search solution.
•    CNV Interface:  Query entity information through a direct integration with your LOS 

system even if you don’t use our Corporate Name Search services.
•     Interface Services:  We’ll help you troubleshoot issues as needed by enhancing the 

existing interface to meet your evolving environment or updating the interface 
configuration/profile information.

www.liensolutions.com 
800.833.5778
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The Value Our Team Brings 
When you work with our Professional 
Services team, you benefit from industry-
leading professionals ready with automated 
tools and expert knowledge. Our services 
give you an efficient, cost-effective, 
compliant and accurate option to ensure 
that your liens are updated and continue  
to be monitored.

We seamlessly implement our services with 
minimal disruption to your core business 
activity, so you realize time and cost savings 
more quickly and less expensively than 
undertaking these projects on your own.

Make the Connection 
Connecting your LOS systems to  
Lien Solutions’ services:
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